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CATANI
Classic lines and the grand style atmosphere

Modern elegance
Royal design of Catani products is really expressive
and masterful. Baroque style elements create truly
comfortable and magnificent atmosphere in a
bathroom.
You will be impressed by gorgeousness and beauty of
a spacious free-standing bath in classical style.

Eye-catching mirror wardrobe with a gilt frame and
elegant door handles provides flexibility in application
and accentuates luxury and wealth.
On-floor cabinet is made from fine solid wood with
handmade carved elements and elegant door handles.
Snazzy appearance is provided by colorless lacquer
and special coating protects the product from moisture
ensuring its maintainability and long service life.
Gold-colored faucets recreate authentic Baroque style
in a bathroom. The product combines German
standard quality, unique manufacturing technologies
and inimitable design. The faucet minimum wall
thickness is 3 mm what provides resistance to external
effects and prevents microcracking.
Column cabinet is a true embodiment of incomparable
luxury. Gorgeous cabinet finish and excellent color,
unique decorative element in the form of auxiliary
mirror, optimized interior space along with external
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compactness – all these features bring a sense of
wealth and comfort.
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CAST IRON BATH
A fresh approach for traditional design

SUPPLY

Outer appearance of this essential interior element reflects wealth and prestige, at the
same time you will be surprised by its inner spaciousness and comfort. This dazzling
white and gilt-embellished model is a perfect complement to common design concept of
Catani collection.
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Vendor code

: 12070010

Size

: 1800 x 850 x 630 mm

Warranty

: 20 years

Suitable for

: mixer 12070060

Standard supply package includes: bath; free-standing detachable panel that is not only
a decorative component, but also serves as bath support; chromed overflow protection
device, drain kit and water trap to connect.
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BATH FAUCET
Timeless design and advanced innovative technologies

SUPPLY

This bathroom attribute encompasses retro style and splendid Baroque and looks snazzy
and gorgeous with a free-standing bath, harmoniously following the chosen trend.
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Vendor code

: 12070060

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: bath 12070010

Standard supply package includes: bath faucet; handshower; 1750 mm flexible hose;
connection kit; fixing set.
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ON-FLOOR CABINET
Perfect balance between pageantry, design and comfort in space usage

SUPPLY

You will be captivated by splendor and singularity of the on-floor cabinet due to fine solid
wood, carved elements, and of course, cabriole legs. Commodious storage unit for
bathroom necessities is provided for those who appreciate free space rational usage.
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Vendor code

: 12070020

Size

: 1000 х 600 х 770 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Suitable for

: basin 12070030; mirror wardrobe 12070050;
column cabinet 12070040

Standard supply package includes: on-floor cabinet; set of chromed metal fittings; goldcolored metal handle (3 pcs); leg (4 pcs).
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MIRROR WARDROBE
A perfect complement to the basin, provides finished appearance of the wash area

SUPPLY

Peculiarly designed gold-colored mirror will add spice to your bathroom interior inspired
by elegance of Baroque style. Aesthetics prevails in this model concept, but it is also
characterized by reasonable balance of decorativeness and functionality.
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Vendor code

: 12070050

Size

: 1000 х 190 х 950 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Suitable for

: cabinet 12070020; column cabinet 12070040

Standard supply package includes: column cabinet: mirror wardrobe; glass shelves (2
pcs); built-in touch-activated diodes and switch; gold-colored metal handle (2 pcs); fixing
set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner

Fabio Zanetti

Catherine Hofmann

Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.
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